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Everything should be made as
simple as possible, but not simpler.

Front and rear covers
Our front cover queen for this issue is Mick Smith's
Ural engined Dnepr, also featured on page 22. I've
said this before but I'm constantly astonished by
the speed with which Mick turns his restorations
round. It only seems a few weeks ago when he
was telling me he'd bought another one. The
projected Turbo Dnepr should keep him busy for a
while. I can't wait to see that!
We have Albert Einstein's words of wisdom on the
front this time. He died in April 1955 from an aortic
aneurysm, repaired
once before seven
years earlier. He
refused surgery again
saying "I want to go
when I want. It is
tasteless to prolong life
artificially. I have done
my share; it is time to
go. I will do it
elegantly."

I'd love to know how
much grief the Urals
were. It's quite like
Russians to keep
quiet about that
particularly as the trip
seems to have had
some level of official
backing. Pictured
right is Sergey
Silnelnik, before hand
with pristine world
travel boxes but not
with the same bike he
was riding in Africa. Does anone know the full
story? It must be published somewhere.
I'm amazed by the idea that there's a universe of
enthusiasts out there for just about anything
beautiful and quaint. I'll admit here to wanting to
keep old camping stoves simply because I couldn't
bear to throw away something so metallically
pretty. It seems I'm not alone! See page 23

During the autopsy at Princeton Hospital, Einstein's
brain was removed for preservation without the
permission of his family, in the hope that the
nueroscience of the future would be able to
discover what made Einstein so intelligent. The
internet will tell you it weighed 1230g and was
chopped into pieces and studied widely by various
experts who no doubt ached to find some unfair
advantage within it. It was rediscovered pretty
much complete, although in pieces, preserved in
alcohol in two pickle jars in 1978. No worthwhile
conclusions were reached however.
If you want to see it, some of it at least, The Mutter
Museum in Philadelphia has thin slices of it
mounted on microscope slides exhibited in its
permanent galleries.
Robert Oppenheimer later said of him "He was
almost wholly without sophistication and wholly
without worldliness. There was always with him a
wonderful purity at once childlike and profoundly
stubborn."
The rear cover is all about world Ural travelling and
the pictures pretty much speak for themselves.
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Stay safe
everyone. The
September
October issue
is likely to be a
bit odd too.
Write whatever
you like!

Forthcoming events
All the events listed here were planned before the
outbreak of COVID-19.
The Providence Inn Yedingham, Malton
YO178SL 14/16 August 2020
10 quids a night, 3 pubs in village coupled with
fantastic rides round the North Yorkshire moors,
Bliss. For more details contact Glen 07596556070
The next Red Star Rally has
been postponed until as near as
we can get to the third weekend
of August 2021. Our nation's
lemming like rush to restore its
economy back to harvesting tax
means COVID 19 could continue as a serious
threat for the foreseeable future. Most of the COC
is old men and therefore we're most likely to be
mercilessly decimated in the feared second spike
of infections if there is one! Sorry.

AGM
2020

Our 2020 AGM will consist of
committee members' reports
published in the September/October
edition of HV. If any club members would like their
opinions known please contact the committee,
details on page 4, and these will also be published.
If any issues arising have not been resolved before
the 2021 AGM they'll be put to the membership's
vote then. Sorry about that too.

Ace
Cafe

Of particular interest to us is Red
October Eastern Bloc Vehicle day
on October 10th. The Ace Cafe run
bike events all through the year, two stroke days,
ladies days, classics, rockers, mods, Overland and
Adventure days, Italian days and much more. To
find out if there's anything you'd fancy ring Linda
Wilsmore on 020 89611000 or www.acecafe.com

Red October and Crich Tramway
Museum Derbyshire 3rd-4th
October. Visits out take in Barrow
Hill, the UK's last surviving
operational steam locomotive
roundhouse and a road run with mill
visit through the Derwent Valley. Full details for all
these events are on www.IFAClub.co.uk or you can
email Events@IFAClub.co.uk
The good news is that once ’normality’ is resumed,
as everyone will be keen to get out in their cars, we
will arrange some ‘pop-up’ events. They'll be
relatively short notice (around two weeks) and will
consist of a meet at a venue (garden centre/cafe)
for a ‘bonnets up’ session and lunch, followed by a
short drive (30-45 mins) around the local area then
disperse. These will be in the Suffolk/Essex area,
around Poole, Dorset, one in Warwickshire/
Northamptonshire and one yet to be announced Up
North somewhere. If you love Trabbies keep an
eye on the IFA club website, above.

Stafford

The April Stafford show is to
be blended with the
October 10/11th date. This
means that set up day is Friday 9th. A second
COVID 19 wave might mean numbers will be
significantly down and we don't yet know what Carl
thinks of supporting the event with our usual stand.
As HV editor I'm not going unless I'm sure it's not
lethal.

Dent

Dent on the other hand, which is
camping in a field in Yorkshire over
the weekend of 10/11th October 2020 might be
safer. It clashes with the Stafford
show. At the time of writing we're
not sure which way the outbreak
will go, I don't believe Boris has a
clue, bless him. There might not
be a Stafford. Watch this space.
We don't know yet.
Has anyone fancied fame yet?

Classic
Bike
Guide

"If you have any members in the
South West (or anywhere,
really) who would be up for a
feature on their bike, a solo ideally, I'd love to hear
from them. Both my editor and I have been kicking
the idea around for some time!"
oliver.hulme@gmail.com will put you in touch and
you can negotiate your place in the glare of the
spotlight accordingly.
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Occasionally I am asked
to recommend motor
insurance for our type of
bikes. I always
recommend RH motor
Insurers. When taking
out motor insurance it is always advisable to look
further than the headline premium. Ad ons, policy
excesses and extensions can make a big
difference over the term of the insurance.

Tony
Jones
Insurance

RH Insurance is a division of Hiscox Insurance and
they issue policies underwritten by Equity Red Star.
Their policies are classed as specialist policies
rather than classic or modern bike policies. They
are primarily aimed at classic machines, over 20
years old. Multiple bikes can be added to the
policy. For example I recently added a 1994 Soviet
Knight to my policy and the additional premium was
£5.60 for the remaining seven months whereas a
2006 Ural 750 combo was £140 for seven months.
Contact RH insurers on 0333 043 3911 or
rhspecialistinsurance.co.uk and be sure to mention
the Cossack Owners Club. Check out the
November/December 2019 edition of HV, page 29,
for a more in depth introduction to RH motor
insurers.
Here's David's experience with
RH insurance.........

David
Dawson

I am a COC member and the
owner of a KMZ K750 with sidecar. Having read the
article about insurance in the last edition of the club
magazine, I gave RH Insurance a call for a quote.
When I explained that my bike was fitted with a
sidecar, the representative asked if it was
detachable. I explained that it was bolted on and
that I only used the bike with it attached. I was told
that RH would not quote as the sidecar was bolted
on. I explained that all sidecars are bolted on, to
which I was told that the company would only
insure bikes with sidecars that are welded on. I
thought that I would let you know so that you can
let members know of this odd restriction, just in
case some have insured sidecar combinations with
this company and the sidecar is not welded to the
bike. It may affect the insurance.
Has anyone else had this or does anyone have a
welded on sidecar? Apart from Werhmacht
Zundapps I'm not sure there are any, are there?
Do RH mean welded or permanently attached?
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A warm welcome to.....
Jim Bonfield, Luton.
Bob Edwards, Luton.
Brian Gobbett, Erith, Kent
Warrick Blackwell, Bracknell,
Berks.
John Davies, Mancott, Deeside.
Alan Tiller, Stockport.
Alan Morrison, Lincoln.
Nicholas Szkiler, West Knapton, Yorks.
Simon Towler, Chichester, West Sussex.
Neil Sutherland, Newton Aycliffe. Welcome back,
rejoining after a break.
Chris Smith, Grantham, Lincs.
Richard Morecroft, Reading.
John Wynn, Bacup, Lancs.
Joe Searchfield, Uckfield.
Hello Joe, are you any relation to Bob Searchfield
who was an important member of the Southern
Cossack Owner's Club throught the 1980s and
beyond?

Politburo
President &Technical Advisor: Peter Ballard:
01225 891634. pjb.barnend@icdonline.co.uk
General Secretary: Tony Jones: 01942
605949/07504 700522
cossack@blueyonder.co.uk
Treasurer: Phil Inman: 01780 720420
coc.treasurer@mail.com
Membership Secretary: Gina Inman 01780
720420 membership@cossackownersclub.co.uk
Show Organiser: Carl Booth: 01253 720327
comradecarl@mail.com
Regalia: Phil & Gina Inman: 01780 720420
regalia@cossackownersclub.co.uk
Magazine editor: Paul Codling: 01508 520890
paulcodling@mail.com
Facebook: Because almost everyone does it.
www.facebook.com/cossackownersclub
Interesting motorcycle stuff only please. We find it
necessary to filter out all sorts of the internet's
alternative content!
This magazine was beautifully printed in Leeds by
Thistle Print Ltd, Unit 6, Aston Court, Bramley,
Leeds, LS13 2AF
01132040600
www.thistleprint.co.uk

Just for a laugh, what's wrong with
this Dnepr kickstart? Take a close
look, not just to answer the question
but because this engine, with the
gearbox, carbs, and generator is for
sale. If it doesn't sell on the Cossack Club's
Facebook
Buy, Sell,
Swap
page first
I'll send
you Mike's
number if
you email
your
editor,
details on
page 4.

Mike
Rowe

Do we know anyone who
has a set of Dnepr sidecar
seats? The ones I bought
with the chair I'm doing up
were absolutely rotten and
full of woodworm. Wanted, Dnepr military sidecar
seats, cover and 'duckboards'. All or any of them
appreciated.

Faebhean
Kwest

Email your editor if you think you can help, page 4.
Also email your editor if you want to
buy a Minsk. Below is what it looks
like. The engine in it now is the later
model with crankcase lubricated main
bearings and needle roller small end in
a stronger rod. It has only covered a few thousand
miles. The orginal engine is available but really
does need a crank rebuild and a new piston.

For
Sale

So you know Minsks are very slow but achieve
astonishing fuel economy. This one was registered
in 1980 so it'll be historic at some point soon and
won't need an MOT or road tax. It has no battery,

The wooden stand the engine is mounted on is
Mike's engine test bed. This enables him to run up
Dnepr engines without the necessity of screwing
them into a bike. So if you ask him if this one
sounds OK, he'll be able to tell you it does.
It's an MT10 which means you get 12volt electrics,
an improved oil pump and lumpy pistons. You
might want to do something about the kickstart
though. Answer on page 33.
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like a Voskhod and runs the same electronic
ignition as later Voskhod models. Minsks are
charming, quaint and as long as you're not in a
hurry their simiplicity is a joy. They're an insight
into another world, life the other side of the wall. I
have a Voskod now, I'm going to love that instead.

Also for sale the editorial shed has this rolling auto
jumble of assorted Ural and Dnepr bits, above. It's
a Ural M66 chassis with a Dnepr MT10 engine and
Ural split case gearbox. The final drive is Ural with
solo, 3.89 to 1 ratio gears in it. The front end is
Dnepr but with a Ural front wheel.
Electrics are 12v with a G424 alternator and
ignition is by points but these are beautiful allen key
adjusted, spring loaded specials on an easy to get
at home made backing plate. I love this part but
have no idea where it came from.
I've used this bike to test various components,
otherwise just unknown junk in the shed and having
done that, someone else can have it. It has new
cylinders, Mikuni carbs, loads of oil pressure and
runs sweetly. It's registered as 1986, D reg. Email
me to ask anything you like, details on page 4.

The Jupiter above will be gone by
the time you read this but it's here
because it's interesting for having
been allegedly unridden and unregistered. It's
owner passed away and it fell to his loved ones to
dispose of it and the pile of various Russian
motorcycle parts it came with. Its speedo reads
00005km but it's been repainted. You can see the
original blue colour on the end on the swinging
arm, so maybe it has a story to tell. There was no
paperwork with it at all but it runs. At the time of
writing it had two days left to run, had taken 13 bids
and stood at £938. Did you buy it?

Ebay

I have a man here in my
inbox who had this to
say........

Voskhod 2
Wanted

I had one of the very first
ones bought in by Fred Wells and covered many
thousands of miles on it. In a fit of pique, I sold it
when the gear lever spring broke for the third time
and have regretted it ever since.
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If you have a spare Voskhod 2 you don't need
email your editor and I'll pass you on. Details on
page 4. Funny thing about the gear selector
spring, you didn't see that very often!

Attitudes to division of domestic labour are so
different in Russia aren't they?

Some people just exude serenity, a quiet self
assurance and a classic coolness no amount of
horsepower can replace, or even compete with!
The above is for John Tickell, who admitted to me
that he has a soft spot for mopeds but missed the
chance to own a Russian one. I particularly fancy
the pretty little bolt on bicycle engines the Chinese
copied in millions. Were they originally Riga?

John found this Riga on Ebay
with a UK plate on it. At that
time it would have been
inported by Neval, or would
it? Who do we know with an
Estonian moped owner's club
T shirt? Any ideas Carl?
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Turkish Snowdrifts. The adventure started in
Novorossiisk, we got into a cyclone. Volodya was
on a motorcycle with sidecar, and had nearly
turned over on the winding road. There was a
good border that saved him or he would have fallen
down the abyss. He got off with his leg hurt and a
crushed tank. Between Novorossiisk and Sochi,
just 350km, the State Inspection of Traffic Safety
stopped us several times to check our documents,
and once they even fined us with no reason!

This is all we know about I'm afraid. It's just the
African part of a world tour by four Russians on
Urals, the same ones all the way round? We
featured this article in Autumn 2005 HV but these
days we can make the pictures look better.
Along the Nile on a Ural.
Who said the time of great discoveries has
passed? There are no more places on Earth where
man did not step, but there are a few. There are no
more places on Earth where wheels of motorcycles
did not touch! The crew of four, brothers Sergey
and Alexandr Sinelnik, mechanic Vladimir Saigakov
and photographer Vladimir Novikov crossed the
black continent on two Ural motorcycles and
discovered Africa this way. Who did not dream of
distant countries in their childhood? Some of us
make this dream come true when we grow up, but
we may sterilise seeing the world, by looking
through the window of a tourist bus or a
comfortable hotel.

Twin brothers Sergey and Alexandr Sinelnik from
the little Kazakh town of Uralsk, had travelled both
sea and land for several years already, when they
decided to travel the world on motorcycles. And
they did it! They saw Europe, driving from Moscow
to Vladivostok, went right up to Brazil, and now
Africa was left behind. You may first have read the
story of this fascinating trip, as stated by the bikers
themselves in our journal, starting in the middle of
March to the end of April.
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In Turkey, the Near East and in Africa nobody ever
looked at our driving licenses. It would be nice to
send our traffic inspectors there to learn polite
respect of the drivers. In Turkey, we were given
advice not to visit central districts, because the
Kurds behave outrageously on the remote roads.
And we ourselves were glad not to go because of
the weather. It was winter! For the first time in
twenty years it was snowing in Turkey. We made
our way through the snowdrifts for four days and
froze over like puppies. We put on all our of our
clothes and bought sweaters and coats, and it was
chilly in spite of it all. Our hands froze, and we had
to put woollen socks on and cellophane packets on
top. All in all, Turkey turned out to be a serious test
and it was maybe even the most difficult stage of
the expedition.
The second birth. While preparing for the
expedition we got a one month visa for transit
through Syria and Jordan. But the war in Iraq
started and they unwillingly let us go to Syria,
checked our documents several times and sent an
enquiry to Damascus. They suspected we were
spies, as if we were going under the pretence of
being travellers and perhaps wanted to find out
something for Russia! In Jordan we had the same
problems, they gave us just a day for transit.
Therefore we managed to glimpse at the holy land
as Russian travellers dream. And here were are in

the Egypt! And they have such a terrible
bureaucracy at the border, stronger than ours. It
took all night to register us, we visited fifteen
rooms, and they all wanted to get baksheesh.
Every motorcycle cost us one hundred dollars!
Between the Red Sea and Suez, we got into a
sand storm. Once, at the speed of 130kmh, and I
fell down on the asphalt and was dragged by the
motorcycle for 150 metres. I held on to my Solo
Classic, as I understood that if I am flung out I
would crippled. I could hardly stand up. My
clothes were torn, but I myself felt somewhat like
being alive.
Well, I celebrated the day of my second birth.
Within a day my friend from Moscow sent me a
cylinder for the motorcycle. We quickly repaired
the bike and continued our way. Several years ago
terrorists shot a tourist bus in Egypt and since then,
foreign citizens must only travel if accompanied by
the police cars. And so, with the escort we reached
the ancient ferry, which transported us to Sudan.
Roads always serve as indicator of welfare of the
country for a driver. In accordance with the
observance of Russian bikers Sudan is the poorest
country!

there. Two or three trucks per day is the usual
traffic density in the Nubian desert. The heat
reaches 50 degrees Celsius. Our motorcycles boil.
We decided to move at night. They say it is cold in
Sahara at night. We did not feel it. The ruts in the
sand constantly branches and runs in different
directions. We had a satellite indicator to define
the location but it is powerless, if the road runs in
many directions.
It is easier to move in the daytime, an Arab walks
and you may ask him, where to go to reach Angola.
There. That is the best map and the best GPS is
still people. The motorcycles got stuck constantly
in the sand and I, on my solo, fell down twenty
times a day. But the Ural with the sidecar made
her way like a Landrover! We were off road for
almost seven hundred kilometres and dreamed
only of asphalt. And of fresh wind, without saying.

You can get to Angola if you know how to use
your tongue. Usual ruts in sands are called roads

After the Turkish cold we got into the African hell,
there were 40c in the shade! We bought Arabian
shawls, put on long sleeved shirts, gloves and
sunglasses to hide from the sun. We begged
photographer Volodya Novikov to wrap himself up
in the bed sheet, especially taken from home but
he would not.
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nevertheless, we spent more on gas than on food
or water in Africa. After all, it just evaporates in the
heat! And one should make efforts to find gas in
Sudan. If you see a car in the village, you may ask
for fuel there. True, sometimes there were local
refuelling places, a barn with a barrel and hoses.
Dollar for the litre, Refuel and go ahead.
Petroleum and water at a price. And soon, poor
Volodya had completely burned his face. His nose
flashing, his face glowing, his ears were red and
scalded. He is a thickset fellow and suffered from
the heat more than the rest of us. When we arrive
somewhere, he immediately runs to look for water
to wash himself. Arabs looked at him and at the
water with a regret. One may buy clean water
there in large settlements but it is very expensive,
one dollar or sometimes one dollar and a half for
the bottle. That is why we took canisters and filled
them with the Nile sludge, which is settled in huge
jugs under shelters in villages.
When we later told about it at the Embassy they
clutched their heads, boys, you will be taken ill with
malaria! Fortunately, everything is fine. It is
difficult to find food too. There are no shops there.
There is a small barn, we enter and find soap,
toothpaste there, and the only edible product is
galettes. We had groats, cans, tea and this was
our food. Local residents eat somewhat like our
pancakes (inzhero), but they are very sour and they
dip it in a solution with too much pepper in it, for our
taste.
One day, our supplies came to an end, and here is
a cafe? Right at that moment, it happens rarely in
that area! We saw the scones, rejoiced and every
one bought a dozen, then we snapped off a big
piece. It was impossible to eat, everything was
burned inside! So we remained hungry. But
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African Hospitality. At the Russian embassy in
Sudan, they gave us such a wonderful welcome we
still remember it some months later with gratitude.
They gave us a room with air conditioner, brought
us some food, and paid for visas. Maybe
Ambassador Christyakov likes travellers but maybe
“lost in sand” Russians just missed people from
their own country.

Unfortunately hospitality was not up to Russian
standards everywhere. We go and go, spend our
nights in tents, cook ourselves, we do not wash our
bodies, as all the river beds dried up, we lie in and
out of tents, stick to each other with sweat, and
dream of reaching the capital. There they will meet
us at the embassy, we will have a rest, clean
ourselves and go on further.
Of course we thank our people, both in Kenya and
in Namibia, they arranged sauna and

some bloody showdowns with knifing
and cut ears. And yet, us Russians
were sure that the friendliest people
lived here. People are very good!
When we stop to have a rest, here
there are people in white loose
overalls and offer their help. Or we
got stuck somewhere in sand at the
end of the day, and did not know
where we are and they, like white
angels, hop on their donkeys, come
up and wave their hands, invite to
spend nights at their places.

accommodation for us. But sometimes, other
things happened. In Tanzania, they did not even
allow us in, and refused us politely, we can’t help
you boys, go by. And better, stay at home! But
they took our signatures, in case be killed, robbed,
taken ill, get lost etc. Of course, they are right in
their way, and it’s even their responsibility, to warn
about troubles that could arise. For example, we
noted such a principle, evening comes and traffic
stops, everyone goes into hiding. They say, in
Africa local bandits sometimes string ropes across
the road or make obstructions from stones, the car
stops, someone runs up and robs the car.
Especially those driven by foreigners.
They are also said to kill people sleeping in their
tents. Well, they frightened us a lot! And we
answered that we had nothing against it, we
decided to do it ourselves and are ready to meet
everything, what is to happen, will happen. And we
should say local residents showed no aggression
towards Russians and did not interfere. Except in
cases, when they often came to have a talk, being
drunk.
In Africa, they altogether like drinking (as people in
Russia also do). And in Sudan, we saw that men
like fighting very much. We were witnesses to
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They are very destitute but they
treated us as their own and carried
their bedclothes from their neighbours. And in the
morning, when they saw their guests began to
move and wake up they brought them tea to their
beds. Exclusive hospitality!

Ours or their customs. Near the border to
Ethiopia, we heard machine gun stutters. It turned
out to be that the natives greeted everyone in such
a way, shooting up or at the traffic signs. However,
as it became clear soon, the arms are more often
used for their intended purpose, so to speak. One
day we were driving along in the desert, in an out of
the way place. Suddenly, we saw two men running
in our direction with machine guns. There was no
sense in running away, a bullet will reach us. So
we stayed at our place. They reached us, slender,
out of breath, with wicked faces. It was difficult to
imagine that they want to drink and eat. We had
nothing except four muffins and one litre and a half
of water. We divided it in two, like brothers. In
Ethiopia, we were struck by this fact, every fourth
man has a machine gun or rifle. He may be going
along the road with a rag put on, but he has a
machine gun with him. And if a person has no
firing arms, he surely cries a stick on his shoulder.
After the independence war when Eritrea separated
itself from Ethiopia, the army was disbanded and
the arms were given to the soldiers. Looted tanks
and frames of armoured troop carriers are lying
around on the sides of the roads, and only the wind

before this, we contrived to be lost in the desert. At
first, the brothers Sinelnik decided to drive racing
one another, dashed away in different directions
and met just in two days later.

whistles through them. They could probably use
them as agricultural machinery as they still plough
with bulls! Frankly speaking, we got terribly tired of
people. In Africa, we could get to the most
godforsaken hole, but people would soon begin to
gather from somewhere! They live everywhere,
each piece of land is occupied. At first, one
person, then the second one and later a crowd of
people comes, they all are destitute, torn and very
tiresome.

When you arrive at a village, all two hundred
people will necessarily surround you at once.
Sometimes, we could not get at our motorcycles
and had to push people aside. Sometimes, we had
to yell at somebody silently. They know just one
English word, “you”. On all sides you hear “You,
you, you!” Even sometimes at night, when we
stopped to urinate at the road shoulder, we heard
from the darkness enthusiastic “You!”
Proud people, tender animals. We only
managed to get a rest from tiresome attention in
Namibia, which turned out to be a true gift of
fortune for us. With relatively low population
density (in an area compared with Germany, there
live only eight hundred thousand people.). As it
always happens awards for difficulties were
received at the very end of the way. But long
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Another time, photographer Volodya was lost.
True, he showed quickness of mind, borrowed a
donkey from a local and hopped on it to the Nile
ferry. By the way, it was him who had the most
disappointments in this trip. It was a pity to look at
our operator, he is a great lover of animals and he
hoped to film them. But all he found there were just
desert and people! Where, he said, are the jungle
and the animals? We arrived in Dar-es Salaam just
during the Easter weekend and bathed in the great
Indian Ocean. Then, our further path led us
through Tanzanian parks. There, we finally saw
elephants for the first time. A herd of elephants
was crossing the road, and at first, a mother
elephant wanted to attack us, she had probably
never seen such animals as motorcycles before.
Finally, she calmed down. Monkeys did not leave
the road, they looked at us and asked for bananas.
We gained animals’ favour with fruits, and
presented gifts to people.
Volodya took a bulky packet with him, Soviet
badges for souvenirs, and most of them were
Komsomol badges somehow. Of course, we could
not give them without a particular reason! And in
almost every village. Volodya presented them
solemnly and with proper words. He pinned them
to the breasts of young pretty girls with his own
hands. Everyone was happy. And this is how half
of the African people became Komsomol members.
In Kenya, we met representatives of the legendary
Massai tribe. They believe, stealing a person’s
picture is to steal his soul. That is why even today
their photos were rare. But civilisation is working
here too. During the rainy season, the roads are
washed out and in bad condition. We drive slowly
and in the dirt. The whole team tries to avoid

Namibian government.
Moreover, they announced
officially that at least 50 such
motorcycles will be purchased
in Russia in the near future as
the first trial lot. And those
motorcycles we came on,
were left in that country.

thickets. There are some young boys of about
16-19 yeas of age, and they all have spears. We
decided to take them for a ride. They rejoiced,
climbed on the motorcycle, surrounded themselves
with their spears and we started. The motorcycle
looked like a hedgehog, only the tips wave near the
faces. And Volodya takes pictures in the
meantime. Apparently, their elder saw it. He was
annoyed, came up and threatened, you must not
take pictures! So, Sanya presented him with a
tomato! He ate the tomato, stopped muttering and
even kissed Sanya’s arm as a token of gratitude.

There are three biker clubs in
Namibia. The fellow from the
“Desert Wolves” club saw the
motorcycle with sidecar, and
could not tear himself away
from it. At last one club
purchased a single motorcycle
top place in their space like an
exhibit, and the other club
took the motorcycle with the sidecar and promised
to pass it to their children like a relic. The amount
of money, we got after motorcycles were sold was
just enough to buy our air tickets. We did not finish
the planned route up to the end, as there were
difficulties with visas in the Republic of South
Africa, and so we did not get to see this country.
But we managed to see two oceans, the Indian and
the Atlantic, and to cover more distance than we
were going to, a total of 14,350 km.

People’s diplomacy. Reputation travels quicker
than motorcycles. When we reached Namibia, they
were already waiting for us. Sergey and Alexander
Sinelnik, Vladimir Saigakov and Vladimir Novikov
were celebrity names. They recognised us in the
street , invited us to visit their houses in eager
rivalry. By that time the crew’s photos flaunted on
the first pages of many African papers. The Urals,
which had crossed the entire African continent
were demonstrated to the highest authorities in the
One more stage of the round the world motorcycle
trip is finished, and our heroes will continue on the
Ural Wolf, basic model of the Irbit plant, modified
with the participation of the “Night Wolves” motor
club. Australia and the New World are ahead.
They are not very famous heroes yet, but Fedor
Konyukhv’s and Dmitry Shparo’s glory does not
turn their heads and make brands of their names.
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Then what is their purpose? The purpose of the
expedition, asrranged by the “Racing Team” of the
Russian Biker’s Association, is to prove the
capability of Russian motorcycles to cover long
distances in different climatic conditions over a
short period of time. Simply stated, to prove that in
durability our technique is noteworthy and
sometimes better than the foreign one. According
to the competent opinion of mechanic Vladimir
Saigakov, the motorcycles showed themselves
excellently. And as we see, so did the bikers.

Did you enjoy that? I thought it was spectacular.
At least it saved you from the editorial Yamaha, this
time! The front cover of the 2005 Horizontal View
featured the picture below, which is such a peach I
can't resist it again. Go Go Mr Silelnik........

These lovely photos have necessarily been
chopped and reduced to fit our little A5 magazine
but if you want to see the full size, full definition
originals let me know and I'll see what I can do.
Can't afford months off work to have a go at
adventure yourself? Well never mind Africa,
Yorkshire is that good!

Bynnzi

The start of the third week of
purgatory. Over the previous two weeks I have
managed to keep busy. At the first hint that the
country would come under some sort of quarantine
I took stock in my lock up. It’s a good place and the
contents generally fill me with pleasure, today not
so much. My bikes are lined up as if they are
jostling to be recognised, fighting to be the chosen
one to go adventuring. Each one gets a pat and a
friendly word as I pass by into the depths. Shelving
groans with the weight of accumulated crap. This is
a layman’s term, to me it is all treasure. I have
managed to keep my hoarding localised (mainly)
and survey a lifetime of motoring tastes.
Reminders of the vehicles I have owned are
stacked in here, the vehicles are gone but the
spares I acquired just in case still lurk. Bits from
1970s Land Rovers an odd piece from a 1968
Bedford CA van which I ran for work, some
unobtanium for a Dnepr outfit. Still the original crap
quality even though they have now got vintage
status. And lots and lots of MZ parts. I’m a sad
puppy and can tell you exactly what any bit is from
and what it is for. I am gradually reducing this
problem and keep selling elusive bits on EBay, but
looking round I can tell that my hoard will
outlive me. My jewels, Mrs Bs skip filler.
I know he is there, after all I bought him and
after the rose tint had worn off (about 5
minutes) filed him away at the back of the
shed. A mental tag tied to him with “later” writ
upon it. He is an MZ, no surprises there then
as I have a known MZ addiction, an ES150 of
1971 vintage, a faded tax disc tells me that he
was last taxed and presumably on the road in
March 1981. A different millennium.
I’m looking at him in March 2020, he has had a
long rest. The cobwebs and decay of his
enforced 39 year break cling and sag like
octogenarians skin. If you look closely there is
what looks like liver spots and old man tags. If
he had any liquids in him he would most likely
be incontinent. What a dog, on first
appearances most folk would baulk. He was
only on the road for ten years but in that time
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he was
reduced to a
pathetic
hand
painted
wreck and
storage in a
damp shed
(not mine)
has not
helped. I
bought him
as “spares
or repair” but I never have the heart to pursue the
spares route. So this being my mantra I inspect him
with a view to resurrection. He is a pile of shite, it’s
said that it is impossible to polish a turd but I have
plenty of time and will prove people wrong.
Enforced idleness came but fortunately the turd
kept me busy, everything was there and all that
was required was time. He was taken apart,
massaged (like sanding down) given many coats of
snot green, a few of black then put back together
again. All that was needed was a new horn, a
bronze bush little end and his seat recovering. He’s
looking good, but we are only into the third week
and I can see more coming. What shall I do now?
I have half a can of olive drab left, I could do one of
my other bikes.
I have a proper army bike already, a Condor, made
by the Swiss for the Swiss in Switzerland. A Swiss
army bike beats a Swiss Army knife hands down.
So I now have 2 green bikes. Do I really need
more? It’s a good look and easy to keep up with but
I think not. I have a van full of pallets, came from
the same thinking. Whilst other people were
stocking up on jigsaws, airfix models and shit ole
rolls I was driving round collecting pallets. My idea
was to turn them into quirky furniture or firewood.
But not necessarily in that order.
I spent a happy afternoon shedding my angst by
dismembering these and ended up with a load of
planks, a pile of spacer blocks and a smaller pile of
broken staves. Mrs B arrived bearing a chilled
bottle of suds so we spent the next few hours
sitting under our sitoutupon, feeding the fruits of my
labour into the stove.
Some of the pallet planks were turned into a hi/fi
CD rack, this is not only rustic but having CD
storage is retro also. I have a feeling that all music
comes in a digital format now, downloaded from the
internet. But I had boxes of CDs, a lifetimes
listening that now gets a regular airing. I never
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realised how much crap I had. Ozric Tentacles,
what the f? (The f? is the Ozrics were a helping
hand onto a higher plain of consciousness, I
remember that!) and an album of Led Zeppelin
tracks done in a reggae style. Did I actually buy
that? Also on the eclectic list is an album of

didgeridoo rave music! Far out as folk said in my
yoof. The turd sits there on my bench as I find other
ways to occupy myself. Fortunately online stores
are still functioning and I am waiting for an air filter
to be delivered. I’m also waiting for the seat to be
recovered, after meeting the upholsterer in an
empty pub car park and maintaining social
distancing. I left the seat in the car park and moved
away, he moved in and retrieved it. Details of what
I wanted doing were done by semaphore, it was
very surreal. So he gets left a bit longer to get
used to his new green coat.
Tax and insurance are due on my modern bike, a
Mash 400 scrambler, but due to how things are I
haven’t bothered. Instead I spend a bit of time
washing him down, oiling him and leaving him in
the lock up with a sad see you later.
My outfit is next, he gets run and neglected,
neglected and run on permanent repeat and is
looking particularly sad. He gets the wash and oil
treatment also. My outfit is an Mz ETZ250 with a
plywood box strapped to the side. He is slow and
smokey but fantastic with it. We are growing old
together and I hope he gets as much pleasure from
me as I do from him. As he basks in the early
spring sunshine I also bask, tea in hand listening to
Oy Va Voy on CD, future adventures and klezmer
ska music whirl in my head.
I have been planning a ride in the opposite
direction from normal, with the Dales being only
minutes away from hometown this is the way my
wheels generally take me. But I’m fancying being
contrary. I have a few points of interest out Otley/
Harrogate/ Knaresborough way, I have visited each
individually but never made a route to visit them all.
What if?

From the Brown Cow pub in Bingley I set off over
the 16th century bridge, now widened to take
modern traffic, which crosses the River Aire and
wait patiently whilst the traffic lights go through their
sequence. Today I am riding my MZ ES150 “the
turd”, he has not warmed up yet and is annoying
the car drivers behind me with a reassuring cloud
of 2 stroke fumes. I care not, the sun is shining
and freedom has come after the agonising months
spent in enforced seclusion.
The lights change and we turn right onto the A650
which bisects Bingley town. Not busy today,
people don’t seem to use their cars so much now.
But this is good, it makes it so much better to be on
a motorcycle. We ride up the Main Street to the
next set of lights and turn left, this is Park Road
which morphs into Eldwick Road and rises from the
metropolis through ever increasing gentility as
stone built terraces give way to the bungalows and
semidetached properties that make up affluent
commuterville.

Bingley is only 20 minutes by train from Leeds, on
the train, and it and surrounding villages have now
morphed into a dormitory for their larger neighbour.
The other close neighbour Bradford doesn’t need
dormitories as no one goes there. With hometown
being in the valley of the Aire all roads other than
the A 650 go up. We rise steadily, passing through
Eldwick into countryside until the road comes to a
tee junction with a pub, Dick Hudson’s on the left.
At the tee we turn right and the road follows the
contour of the hill, passing Weecher reservoir on
the right. A good friend lives in the roadside
cottage here but I don’t stop as he is a teller of tall
tales and I have a time frame to take into account.
Only a mile further is Reva Reservoir, this is a
scout sailing center and many multicoloured sails
vie for a favourable wind today. Just past the res
the road rises sharply with a left hand sweep up to
the apex. At the highest point there is a lay-by on
the right and I pull in. Helmet and gloves off, I take
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a minute to appreciate the splendid view. This
takes in rolling hills through suburban sprawl with
the imposing Victorian mill chimney of Manningham
mills in Bradford taking center stage.
This mill was one of Mr Listers velvet factories and
was still producing world class velvet through my
youth and into the 1980s. Finally being turned into
yuppie flats in the early years of the new century.
Sadly no self respecting yuppie would be seen in
Bradford and the complex is getting gradually more
run down. At least the mill buildings survive unlike
many others which inexplicably caught fire.
At the opposite side of the road is my target, I first
spotted it from the saddle of a pushbike but have
never stopped to investigate. A Celtic cross built
into a field wall. To the rear of the wall is Rombalds
moor which turns into Ilkley moor, to the front of the
wall is Hawksworth moor. These wild areas have
many stone crosses, cup and ring and swastika
stones but this is the easiest to access. There is a
stone circle on the high spot of the fell called the 12
apostles. I take my dog Sid up there on a regular
basis, coincidentally the circle marks the highest
point in Leeds district. Clever those Druids.
A brass
plaque tells
me that the
cross is an
ancient
waymarker,
hardly
illuminating.
Photos
taken I
wander
back to my
bike, don
my gear
and
continue in
the same
direction,
downhill for a change until another tee junction is
reached. A left and then first right puts us onto
Bingley road which actually takes us to Menston
and we drop down with the big house on the right.
In my childhood Menston was synonymous with
lunatics, the big house was Highroyds Asylum. It’s
hard to believe in these enlightened times what
was the norm. People with problems all put into a
big house and kept drugged for compliance. Some
being electrocuted and some having their brains
scrambled to keep them quiet. The old adage

springs to mind. I’d rather have a bottle in front of
me than a frontal lobotomy.
I wouldn’t want to turn back the clock, there is a
strong possibility that I would have qualified for long
term residency. The house is now also yuppie living
and the grounds turned into housing estates. We
follow the road to a cross roads with lights, this
allows our unclassified road to cross the main
Ilkley/Otley to Leeds artery, the A660. Turning right
would eventually take you into Leeds, but about
half a mile from the turn is what used o be the
biggest chip shop in England. Harry Ramsdens,
the firms flagship restaurant an Art Deco
pleasuredrome was here on the site of the original
hut where the firm first traded. Now inexplicably
sold to a competitor, The Weatherby Whaler. Still
overpriced but still popular.
We go straight through, on the right is an
ambulance station and immediately after is a
poignant memory of the reason why the village is
there. A small chapel sits in a small walled
meadow. A plaque informs me that here lie the
remains of 2658 former residents of the big house,
most unknown.
Onward and upward again past a junction with The
Chevin pub on our left. Turning right would take
me to Otley Chevin proper, an expanse of
moorland now used for emptying dogs. And the
highest pub in the area, The Royalty. A good place
to plane spot as it overlooks Leeds Bradford
airport, why anybody would bother planespotting
eludes me though. If you have seen one Ryanair
plane then surely you have seen them all.
The Chevin pub is the high point for me and we
drop down Buckle Lane into Otley town. The turd is
nicely warmed up now and ducks and weaves on
the sun dappled road, no smoke but I get an ace
smell every now and then. Second right and the
road shadows the main traffic vein and drops us
down at the top of the town by the church. I pull
over, push the turd onto his stand and remove my
helmet again.
On a Tuesday, Friday and Saturday the streets are
congested with traffic from the market but today
there is no body about, I stretch and walk about in
a strange way until I get circulation back. Then I
shoot up an alley between the church and the start
of the shops. This is my second destination, again
hidden in plain view just yards from Otley Main
Street. I get a friendly greeting from an old couple
coming the other way. This is nice, during the
lockdown it was like being transported back to
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medieval times. Possibly to a village in the
Carpathian Mountains with a vampire problem.
Chance meetings were met with passive hostility,
people backed away to a safe distance and gave
the sign of the evil eye.
Anyhoo
that’s in
the past
now. I
only
have a
short
walk
and the
object of
my visit
is there
on my
right. It’s a mausoleum, it’s also rather splendid.
Erected to commemorate the lives of navvies lost
whilst digging the Bramhope tunnel, 24, the
information plate tells me. Also that the tunnel was
built in 1845/49 and that the total length is 3,441
km. This is all good info but not why I came.
The memorial is built as a facsimile of the tunnel
entrance, something you never really see as you
blat through the real one on a train. There are faux
towers and crenellations all built from local stone,
it’s a lovely bit of engineering. The portal on the
replica is about 4’ high and 15’ long, it’s a large
thing. Well worth a visit when visiting Otley.
Pictures dutifully taken I retrace my steps back to
my bike and come out of my reverie. The music
has stopped and I need a tee/pee break.
This done I settle back in my chair with a brew, this
time I have the greatest hits of Jonah Lewie
playing. Who knew he had more than the annoying
festive ditty? I did, 22 according to the sleeve
notes and that isn’t counting his time as Terry
Dactyl and the Dinosaurs, seaside shuffle being
one of my favourites. Where was I?
I retrace my steps back to my bike, it was a good
choice today. The outfit is perfect for this sort of
riding. Bumbling about light suburban /country
lanes. No urgency to be anywhere other than a
brew and cake stop somewhere. Driving the chair
round left handlers and sometimes getting a power
slide on roundabouts. He starts with the reliability I
have come to expect, a little puff of blue smoke
indicating his readiness for adventuring. And we
set off.
With the church on the left we drive down Otley
Main Street to a light controlled crossroads.

Unusually the lights are in my favour and I turn right
and head on the A659 towards Pool, this is typical
suburban road and the town gradually gives way to
countryside. I give the garden center on my right a
swerve, it has a very welcoming cafe but I don’t feel
the urge yet. Likewise the pet food shop which
soon comes into sight on my left as I am OK for
gravy bones.
At Pool the road joins the A658 and I turn right
briefly heading towards the airport then first left
back onto the A659 again heading through
Arthington and Weardley until I join the A61, turning
right and heading up the hill towards Harewood.
Through some lights with the entrance to
Harewood house on the right we continue down hill
for a short while then just after the road starts to
rise we turn left, back onto unclassified roads
again. As I sat at the lights by Harewood house
there were kids in cars pointing and waving, it’s
great the effect that the outfit has on people, I
always get a smile. I always get a smile when I
ride him. Well more of a snaggle toothed grin.

The unclassified roads waggle and wiggle through
the world at the moment and take me to
Collingham where a left turn drops me onto the A58
for an unimaginative 5 miles to Wetherby then I
take the B6164 to Knaresborough.
What can I say about these roads, they are
fantastic ribbons weaving through the countryside.
Little or no traffic for miles, the odd tractor leaking
lines of slurry every now and then. Through small
hamlets and then open road again. The outfit loves
it, nothing to slow him down and corners gentle
enough to take at full chat. I was once on full
throttle heading down the Settle bypass when I saw
a speed camera in the distance, oops thought I as I
looked to check my momentum. Only to see the
needle waving around the 50 mph mark, no bonus
for the bobby that day.
Then we are in the outskirts of Knaresborough,
dropping down to the river Nidd with the famous
dripping wells on our left. The haunt of old Mother
Shipton, a soothsayer who allegedly foresaw cars
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airplanes and the inter web while she was living in
a cave in the late 1400s. Don’t know whether she
prophesied the latest plague if so people are
keeping quiet about it.
Mother Shipton's cave is said to be the oldest
tourist attraction in England, might be true, might
not but it looks good in the advertising blurb. Any
road, I’ve not come to see this and payment is
required to access it’s dubious delights.
Just past the touristy entrance, Mother Shiptons Inn
on the left, we cross the Nidd and turn immediate
right in front of the Half Moon Inn on a single track
lane called Abbey Road. It’s OK on a bike or outfit
but a bit constricted for cars, after half a mile I see
a lay-by on my left and pull in and stop. No need to
put the outfit on a stand as having three wheels he
stays upright on his own. Just remember to leave
him in gear otherwise he likes to explore.
I leave my helmet jacket and gloves in the chair as
it’s warm and climb a set of rickety steps to the top
side of the lay-by. These lead to a path which runs
in front of a
limestone cliff,
there are
carved
recesses and
flights of
carved steps
cut into the
rock face. I
follow the path
a bit further
and a stone
knight looms
up in front of
me, it is
reminiscent of
something
Indiana Jones
would find.
The knight is
carved into the
crag, he is
about 12’ high
and to his left
is a doorway
and window
leading into a
cave.
This is the
chapel of Our
Lady in the
Crag, a Marian
chapel on an

old pilgrim route at the side of the Nidd. It’s shut as
it would be, things tend to be when I visit, but I get
a squint through a damaged pane in the window
and have a wander round the garden which is
planted with herbs, then take the obligatory photo.
This is a new thing for me, I traveled extensively in
my youth and was never encumbered by a camera.
Always of the opinion that if something was worth
photographing someone else would have done it,
made a better job of it and be selling the postcard.
It was probably for the best as if I had lugged a
camera about back in the day I would not be able
to move now for pictures of old bikes and cars. All
slightly out of focus.
The blue plaque informs that the chapel was
excavated/built by John the Mason in 1408 in
thanks for his son being spared in an accident. I
would like to see inside but will have to call on a
Sunday, it’s no hardship the ride out is worth it
anyways. Back to the outfit and I find a greybeard
scrutinising him, this is a regular thing and
depending on how I feel I sometimes make myself
scarce for a while longer. Today I’m happy to chat,
the sun is shining I have nowhere urgent to go, and
I have missed this sort of interaction. Turns out
he’s a fan and had an MZ Trophy in the 80s. There
is that earlier century again, it reminds me I am no
longer a teenager myself. Tempus fugit.
Knaresborough is the furthest extremity of this ride
and I have a splendid route home planned, I
retrace my route and pick up the A 658 heading
back towards Otley. This is fast commuter blacktop
and we are regularly overtaken by Mr Impatient in
his Audi/Mercedes/BMW. It’s only for a couple of
miles and I don’t have a problem with them today,
the sun is shining and I have flies in my teeth. We
crest a hill and drop down to a rotundabout where a
right turn on the A61 heads us briefly in a
Harrogate direction, but we jink immediate left and
head towards Burnbridge back to unclassified
roads.
Over a railway bridge and then sharp left, this takes
us onto a single track which shadows the main
A658 which I can hear to my left. We burble along
past North Rigton, a little blue cloud following but
never managing to catch up. We eventually reach
a tee junction with the B6162 and turn left in an
Otley direction only to take a right after a couple of
miles. More unclassified pleasure, this road is
more like a track with grass growing up the middle
and shortly I need to stop at a gate. I apply my
hand brake, this is a wooden wedge which I jam
between the foot brake and foot peg, and leave the
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bike chuckling away while I clear the route then
drive through and repeat the process as I shut the
gate.
I do this twice more before I get to the end of the
track. The end is a tee with the B6451, turning
right would take us to Pately Bridge via
Blubberhouses and Summerbridge passing the
Sun Inn on Rivock Edge. A haunt of power rangers
on sports bikes, not for me today, I always get
bemused looks when I tip up. We turn left and
wind our way back to Otley, this road is an anti
climax. It’s perfectly fine and scenic with distant
views etc but it never seems to float my boat,
probably because I generally ride it after doing a
route like I have just enjoyed.
We drop down towards Otley, a couple of
pushbikes heading up on the opposite side. There
is a major right, Weston Lane, this would take us to
Ilkley via back road bliss but we drive past and pull
in just before the next main left, Farnly Road.
This is my last stop, set into the wall at the opposite
side of the road is a flood marker commemorating
high tide on Jan 29th 1883. It’s stupidly high, the
row of terraces opposite would have had water on
their second floor. It shows that global warming or
not, if you live next to a river sooner or later you will
get wet feet!
That’s it, we have come full circle, we head back
into Otley and retrace our route home. Calling in
for a pint at Dick Hudson’s, it would be rude not to.
Jonah Lewie has finished with a final flourish of him
stopping the cavalry, and its comfort break time
again. In a strange twist Mrs B arrives bearing
beers and forces me to stop doing what I was
doing. What was I doing? Daydreaming of better
times to come. We are still in the third week of
lock down, I still have the turd to finish I still have a
pile of pallet wood and I still have unlimited free
time. But can’t go anywhere!

Hi Paul - thanks for the latest mag,
I've been enjoying it. It made me
want to find a Planeta, which is not a
bike I've had anything to do with in
the past. (Planeta Sport that is,
lucky escape there then!) Well, the problem is I
have been tidying up, and now that I can move
again, I have the stupid inclination to fill all the
space until I can't. You know how it is.

Mark
Avis

I have a suggestion, kids 'gaming chairs' make
excellent sidecar seats, and second hand they are
almost free. I bought one in really good nick for a
fiver on Ebay, and then found two more thrown in
the hedge. They tend to fold in half so it's easy to
access the space behind the seat. Unfortunately
the first is too wide for my horrible Velo 700 body
I'm still using, but the other two fit it well.
A quick look around the
internet shows you this
sort of thing, right,
retailing in this case
for £98. It's a good thing
people pay that, to make
scavenging in hedgerows
worthwhile and tidying up
consumerism a worthy
cause. Some chairs are
advertised as "racing". Is that a reference to virtual
motorsport or marketing's use of racing where they
mean better, or more expensive, or they're more
desperate to
sell it?
And here's
the picture
which made
me want to
write today.
Our Ciara
was ribbing
me that I had
tidied up the shed during lockdown, to the point I
was just hanging around posing in there like some
kind of 'hipster dude'. Clearly for someone who
has as much invested in not having a self-imagine
as me, that really hurt. So we went for it and took
some shots with appropriate set dressing, in an
attempt to capture a style magazine's enthusiasm
for form over function. Well, actually we failed at
both, I'm relieved to say. Note that just in shot are
some drawers I found on the street yesterday, one
of which turns out to contain a number of bras. If
any Cossack club member has a 38C in their life,
I'll exchange for useable Dnepr engine spares!
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Style magazine?
I'm not sure I've
ever seen one.
What do you
mean
"obviously"?
Ciara's photos
are filtered and
framed artistically
in order to
achieve her
desired effect.
Some HV
readers might
miss that
subtlety.
You might enjoy this, folks, opposite. I think it's a
Wartburg engine in a chopped Ural or Dnepr frame,
but someone forgot something important. The
Polish title means "A Real Stuntman".

Somewhere in Poland not long after the end of
USSR. Someone must already know that they built
this thing, which appears to be based on our mode
of transport, (the engine might be a 2-stroke triple)
with no diff and it does not go around corners, and
they just chose not to tell this guy. He mustn't be
very popular! https://youtu.be/q9dOnSKMBj0.

In the above image from the Youtube video our
blissfully unaware hero is listening to instructions
with the engine crackling away and it sounds
lovely. In the image right, he's missed the
opportunity to
steer right, in front
of the barn and
seems to be doing
about 50mph at
this point, all you
need to know
really!
Kris Platek thinks the engine is from an FSO
Syrena, produced in Poland from 1957 in various
versions, all with three cylinder two stroke engines
until 1983. He has one currently in his workshop.

This version, the 1962/3 102S, of which only 150
were built, shares its engine with the Wartburg 312.
FSO Syrenas were originally intended to be
powered by an air cooled four stroke but Soviet
central control put a stop to that! Lack of suitable
metal meant the prototype was made of wood!
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On the subject of casting......... Here's a good bit of
time wasting. Two for the price of one, one pattern
each, but cast in the top and the bottom halves of
the mould with gates all over the place. I tried to
copy Phil Rushworth and use a thick bit to pre-heat
the sand so that the thin part didn't freeze short. It
seems to have more or less worked.
Porosity is an issue for stuff that matters. Both me
and Phil seem to get variable results, bubbles
some times, not others. He's been much busier
than I have with it, so I think he might be getting
more consistent. I'm told cooking it for too long or
too hot is the issue, and I have a thermocouple
probe thing but not tried it yet.
I was going to make some rocker covers for a
Dnepr engine, but Mick Sweeney has stepped in
and offered me
some which
turned off my
enthusiasm
sufficiently. I
guess you've
seen all those
arty ones
(bears and
skulls and
things) on Ebay
from Ukraine, a
nice cottage
industry, and
their results are
professional
(maybe it's a
real foundry).

Another project completed. It's a
1976 Dnepr fitted with a Ural
engine. This one was a fairly easy
restoration. The bike was all there
but in a bit of a sorry state.

Mike
Smith

I choose to use the Ural engine for two reasons. I
quite like the look of the engine and when the
engine was stripped it internally looked like new or
very low mileage. I changed the pistons for higher
compression ones.

The engine was checked over and I did a small
amount of porting on the cylinder heads. I fitted
new carbs, electronic ignition and balance pipe.
Painting was straight forward, all done in cellulose
with a fence painting gun. Then as always flatted
and polished. I wanted to give the bike a very slight
custom look so I got to making up small items,
spotlights, new seat back, wide bars, marker lights
and a really nice quite loud fishtail exhaust. I'm
very pleased with the bike, it's comfortable, the

brakes and lights seem very good but performance
fuel consumption is a minus.
All round it's a good bike. My
next project is to turbo charge
a Dnepr. I've already started
to design and fabricate a
simple draw through system.
Just need another dnepr to
add to my ever growing
collection. I will keep you all up
to date with the new project.
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Life in Lockdown!
Michael bought this
Erde 122 trailer from
some guy in Worksop
and mostly it goes to his
local recycling centre, which is shut for the duration
of COVID 19. However "So with the lockdown it's
time to do a few new updates to the 122".

Michael
Wadsworth

"I bought it new in NZ and did about 15.000kms on
it but l could get out again to NZ because l was
caring for my late father. Then my mate Bob
decided to return to in live the UK so time to ship it
back UK. Now reg for UK and waiting to ride my
little summer bike."
If you're interested a Super Sherpa is a Kawasaki
DOHC 250 trail bike made for the USA and
Australia, like this.......

New mudflaps cut from Graystons PVC "rally flaps"
and new KA120 suspension dampers.

Sometimes Michael's 122 does this, below.......

On the subject of Michael's mates, "Phil from sunny
Walden" sent him a film of his collecion of classic
camping stoves ablaze in celebration of the
gratitude we all owe the NHS in our time of need.

Fascinated by the idea that camping stoves could
be "classic" in the same way our Russian
motorcycles are I asked and apparently they are,
as in www.classiccampstoves.com Check out the
figures in the screen shot of their website's
contents page over leaf, 11,681 discussions!
They're talking about working on their stoves at
2.55am!!
"The Clubhouse" for
members only features
not just general chat
about classic camping
stoves but recipies for
them and an action
gallery with artistic shots of polished brass classics
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aflame against the
dusky sky of sunset
over the water. That
ancient device Phil
Whitney makes his
tea on at rally
weekends is as cool
as it gets on this site!
Members are mostly based in the UK and the USA
and there are plenty of rallies throughout the year.
Don't throw
that
Coleman
533 away
just because
the
generator
gets
blocked.
There's
someone
out there
who'll love it,
cherish it
and restore
it to twice its
former
glory!

I was interested in your
observation on the simplicity of
the Degtyarev DP28 machine gun.
A few years ago now I became
interested in the British Sten gun,
probably even cruder, for the same reasons. I was
surprised to find on Ebay that it is possible to buy
certain parts of said weapon, butt, empty (!)
magazine and a very detailed book on its history so
decided to see if it was possible to manufacture a
non firing example from scrap.

John
Tickell

I used to work at Papworth Hospital on mechanical
maintenance so had access to an abundance of
good quality scrap from discarded equipment.

There are no detailed, dimensioned drawings of the
various parts so I scaled the best I could from
photos and
line
drawings.
Over a period
of approx
eighteen
months,
using parts
from patient
bed side
tables, water pipe fittings, scrap steel stock and a
child’s swing, the results are as the pics.
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Its mainly soft soldered together to make it safe. A
strange thing I know but gave me great satisfaction
when it all came together.
All quiet on the Planeta front. I've reached a point
where it starts, runs and stops to a point where I
am content.

In the May/June 2018 edition of
HV we featured Mark's Dnepr
which he bought new in
Tashkent, Uzbekistan in 1994.
He's since been foiled by French bureaucracy
when trying to register it in Europe and he's now
having a go at DVLA. Fortunately he has the
original Uzbekistan registration document.

Mark
Anstey

For a dating certificate you need to send detailed
photos of the bike with engine and frame numbers
and scans of all the relevant documents you have,
to impress Peter Ballard, so he can record how
impressed he is on the dating certificate.
Currently DVLA are not accepting dating
certificates as proof of the date of manufacture but
such a thing involves the Cossack Owner's Club
and the wealth of experience and knowledge
therein. You might need to support the certificate
with internet evidence in the form of web pages
showing other examples of your bike as
manufactured in the same year. These can be
postings on online market places, museum records
or other owner's blogs and so on.
In the recent past applications for age related
registrations have been successful on the strength
of the original registration documents from the
country the vehicle was first registered in. Your
Uzbekistan log book will probably the only piece of
evidence DVLA consider but that seems to depend
to some degree on the particular officer's desk your
application lands on. I've been successful in the
past without original documentation simply by
burying the poor soul under a ton of evidence from
anywhere I could find. Be prepared for a long haul.
DVLA staff are mercilessly stressed and concerned
with their own accountability rather than your future
happiness!
PJB added..........
MOT is required on the frame number. Make KMZ,
Model MT11, Same as the NOVA or the DVLA
clerk will have a bad day!

Here's the editorial advice...........
I looked on .gov.uk and it says the proof of vehicle
approval is not needed for old vehicles. Most of the
related paperwork is associated with new vehicles,
those which aren't from established manufacturers
like kit cars and so on which need IVA or MSVA.
An old Dnepr stands no chance of passing those so
we're not going there!
You're applying for an age related registration and
the major grief with that is proving how old it is.
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V55/5 with fee and VED. DVLA do not need the
NOVA approval number nor the DVSA MOT
number as DVLA access all that online, there's
joined up thinking!

Foreign reg doc. DVLA need an original. If you only
have a copy then that will have to suffice and see
what DVLA thinks.
Frame plate, should have one. But I do need photo
of the frame number stamp and engine number
stamp.

you'll be embarking on a journey just like Mark
Anstey's. It disappeared with two days still to run
and some 120 people watching it with a buy it now
price of £650. Anyone want to own up?

Typically we do not issue Date Certs before you
are ready to submit the V55/5, but we can get
started as soon as you like.
Keep in touch Mark, we'd love to know how it goes!

Also, while we're registering Planeta outfits, check
out this beauty, below.........

Here's Bynnzi. "Been out ’n’ about today to pick up
an MZ for a lad. The fella I collected
it from asked if I knew anybody
would be interested in this IZH.
(above) He says it is complete and the missing bits
are all there. Also that he has had it running! I had
to stifle a guffaw. Not registered but has a NOVA
cert. He wants £700 for it, another stifled snigger,
but said he would haggle. If you have any likely
candidates in mind can you pass on the details
please."

Ebay

I have just joined the club and
was wondering who I need to
contact with regard to getting a
dating certificate so that I can
register my latest acquisition and
be able to freely roam the highways and byways
once lockdown is suitably lifted.

Simon
Tower

I have a Nova
Certificate and am
attaching the some
photo's of the set
up for reference.

This is how it appeared on Ebay some time later,
apparently with its original, 1972 Baltic State
paperwork available. This means, if you bought it,
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PJB has these
photos for the
dating certificate
and this too is one
we'd love to know
worked out well.
Keep in touch
Simon. We
featured this outfit

Dragonfly leading link front forks but
with 19” Ural wheel. I also fitted a
Metro SU carb off a Neval
conversion, that worked well, light
throttle, good fuel economy, iced up
in the winter and always a bugger to
start! But it was a great green laner. I
then bought a std military sidecar
body (rotten) and a new MT16
sidecar drive chassis, differential and
swinging arm from Nevals and
grafted that onto the M66, that was
so good, did lots more green lanes!

in the September/October 2017 edition of HV, on
page 4, where it took part in some sort of charity
fun race round the grounds of Keffington Hall!
Here's part two of Peter's life
on Russian wheels......

PJB, a
personal
history

I ran the MT9 for many years
solo and sidecar, loved it. I
had fitted a pair of SU carbs, 12v conversion, solo
final drive, lovely. Bought a solo M66 but then sold
the MT9 outfit to help fund a deposit for a house. I
then bought a Jupiter III from a guy in South Wales
who needed the cash. I rode it once and sold it, did
not suit me at all. I bought a Planeta III solo from
Gavin, eventually fired it up, lots of smoke! Rode it
and sold it to F2. Would have made a nice (?)
plodding solo. The M66 I ran solo, was quite
rideable. Then I got a 1950's Swallow Jet 80 steel
bodied sidecar, fitted that but it was rather heavy.
Sold the body and built an aluminium body that
worked well, sold that to Jack Street! I then built a
trail sidecar on a std RH chassis narrowed by 6”,
but with sidecar brake, 18” rear wheel and Douglas
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I then searched out a Planeta Sport
Mk1, so the early one with the
Stanley electrics and Mikuni carb,
loved it. Handled OK as a solo. I
rode it in road trim a lot and also in trail trim with
lower gearing, high level exhaust. Did a lot of trail
riding on it. Then put it back to road trim and fitted a
Squire sidecar, the small 10" wheel bounced over
every bump and was horrible, sold the sidecar and
bought a late model Sputnik sidecar, the one where
the nose hinges at the front rather than sliding.
That had a 18" wheel and real suspension. I
lowered the chassis and loved it, sold it on and
never heard from the owner again. He was into CZ/
Jawa bikes and had never tried an outfit, obvious in
the way he only just missed my neighbours’ parked
cars down my road!
Then I wanted a MT12, as you do. I bought a
knackered engine from Devon with one VW piston
and an overbored cylinder. So got a new piston and
resleeved back to std. I then bought a MT10-36
outfit and converted it into a MT12 with parts from
my two wheel drive M66 green laner. So I put the
M66 back to std and sold as a solo. The MT12 was
great, loved it! Jorge Wanke in Germany fitted a diff

lock to the diff, which was really useful in snow and
deep mud!
I also bought a couple of 750 sidevalves from Juris
in Latvia, sold one to Phil Hardcastle to fund the
pair and the resto on mine. I eventually sold the
K750, very sad!

In the early 1990's I bought another Dnepr and
slotted in the 1300cc Citroen GS flat four motor
grafted onto a Dnepr gear box. I had to cut the
frame a bit but not longer, bolted in a diaphragm
steel plate with the engine on the front and the
gearbox on the rear. I had 16" wheels front and
back, the front had two brake hubs back to back for
a four leading shoe Ural brake. Never finished as I
took a job in Germany, though I did also take my
Planeta Sport to Germany. I sold the GS engined
Dnepr in the UK, it never surfaced so all that work
for nothing.
I then got offered the M63 from Charles Ackrill that
I had known since 1974 as he was in his 80's and
wanted a good home for it. So we quickly came to
an agreement and it is now mine.
I then had a single garage and shed full of bikes;
Planeta Sport outfit, MT12 outfit, M63 solo,
Kawasaki KLR650 green lane outfit, Honda
TRL200 (sold far too cheaply) and a K750. So I
sold all except the solo M63 and bought a Morgan
4/4.
I rode the M63 solo a lot, it was quite quick. M66
heads skimmed, electronic ignition, Amals, solo
final drive, high 4th gear, increased fork trail up to
4", TLS front brake, 12V, alloy rims etc. Easy to
cruise at 70mph and ran up to 90 mph. I always felt
a bit exposed (going too fast again!), so decided to
go back to green lanes where you fall off slowly. I
always wanted a set of BMW Earles forks, now
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Gavin (as of the café racer MT9) had a set that he
never got round to fitting and I had the solo fork trail
telescopics, we swapped. The BMW Earles forks
are not a straight swap by any means, they only
just clear the Ural down tubes on lock, the stem is
slightly larger than the Ural fork stems, but I
managed it. So a set of taper rollers, some spacers
for the Ural axle and Ural TLS brake. I used high
level exhausts partly for ground clearance and
partly because I could not see how the headers
would clear the Earles forks if they exited
downwards as std. Then a pair of GAZ dampers
and progressive spring stack had it finished! They
do work very well! Then I got a Jupiter RH chassis
from Steve Copping with a nice 18" wheel and
sidecar brake and built a light open trail body for it,
that I am not too happy with so it will be done
again! Trail tyres with an 18” rear and 19” front.
That as green laner solo and outfit is lovely! I have
now fitted a 4.625:1 final drive. The solo final drive
on the outfit with the high 4th gear was way too
high, but now with the low final drive it works well
as the high 4th gear brings down the revs on the
road at 60 mph in top.
I never had a Minsk nor ridden one, though was
tempted by the Minsk trials bikes that Tony had. I
still love three wheelers and now run a Buckland
B3 mk2. Workwise I design and sell car
performance suspension products for road and
race, good fun, especially when you see a race car
with your suspension on running rings around the
opposition or a couple able to tour in their Morgan
in much improved comfort. But I will look after the
M63 forever, until I too decay and then I will find
somebody else to be its 'guardian'.
"Charlie" has been featured lots in HV over the
years. Check out the March/April 2017 edition of
HV for more on his COC provenance.

Opposite bottom is someone else's attempt at a
Citroen GS engined Dnepr. All I have are a few
pictured and no info at all. I can't tell you anything.

cars less than 1300 were not allowed on the Italian
Autostrada. More than two million were made
between 1970 and 1986. The internet says of the
car itself.........
"So the flat-four engine was perfectly aligned with
the four-speed (later, in the case of the GSA, five)
gearbox, which allowed the use of equal length
driveshafts to the front wheels. Torque steer would
remain something that others drivers had to
contend with; even when fitted with larger and more
powerful engines, a GS driver would never
experience it.
Citroen also designed the GS to have true centre
point steering, with the pivot point of the front
wheels coinciding exactly with the centre of the
contact point of the tyre. Only possible because the
French firm splashed out on twin wishbone front
suspension, centre point steering endowed the GS
with reduced steering effort (thus no need for
expensive power steering) and, more importantly,
the ability to maintain a steady course irrespective
of road surface or even the catastrophic failure of a
front tyre."
Remember the adverts of a Citroen with only three
wheels being driven between two artics coming the
other way? That was 40, yes forty, years ago!!!

As with most car engines, particularly air cooled
ones, the Citroen GS is an aesthetic mess but
interesting in running what looks like thin walled
bushed big ends in a pressed up crank instead of
the one piece
plain crankshaft
most cars use.
As always you
can watch one
come apart on
Youtube and
marvel at the
enthusiasm
some people
have for
corrosion and decay, and struggling with cars.
The GS has belt driven over head cams and wide
angle valves in hemispherical conbustion
chambers. It comes in 1,015, 1,222 and 1299cc
sizes, the last being necessary because at the time
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IZH model what? You might also
have seen pictures of the Jawa
824 which look like exactly the
same thing, that's because it is.
Patching together the scattered
evidence on the internet I can tell
you I think
the Central
Motorcycle
Engine
Design
Bureau at
Surpukhov,
who we all
know were
responsible
for the
Vostok
road racers
and the
motocross
and enduro bikes used by the state teams, were
also the instigsators of this, above.

IZH
model
7.106

ridden on Youtube with sound, filmed out of a car
window. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0vOhjEnI_g if you'd like to hear it run.

It's a 487cc flat twin. Bore and stroke is 68 x 67mm
and it features what looks like a plain bearing crank
with individual chains to overhead camshafts driven
from gears running on the front of the crank. The
clutch is on the front too, gear driven and contra
rotating to oppose the torque effect of the
crankshaft. The five speed gearbox is underneath
the crank making the engine short. Power delivery
to the rear wheel is by shaft.

Astonishingly this one, below, is in private hands
and might be registered for the road one day.
There must be no parts available for it at all!

The cylinder heads are two valve although there is,
maybe, a four valve model somewhere. The clever
trick here is the inlet ports are on the top and the
exhaust underneath, meaning the carbs don't get in
the way of the pilot's feet. Hurrah for that eh?
As far as I can tell 12 engines were made at
Surpukhov and Jawa made 10 whole motorcycles
up to 1984. IZH were unable to produce the engine
because their obsolete machinery wasn't accurate
enough to cope with the finer tolerances required.

If it had reached the market place the 7.106 would
have made an interesting comparison with the CX
500 Honda, the dispatch pilot's favourite. Although
V shaped instead of flat, the CX had all the bits in
roughly the same place except for running
pushrods instead of overhead cams. I remember
the CX being hailed as a new wonder thing and a
spate of big end failures on the first few, including
the press fleet, whoops!

This one, above is in the IZH museum and that is
indeed Sergey Silnelnik on the right, one of the
hero's of the African Ural adventure on page 8.
Believe or not there is a brief ten seconds of
footage of the Jawa 824 version actually being
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Then the cam chain tensioners broke necessitating
a huge recall campaign and hundreds modified in
their crates before being supplied to dealers. The
panic required mechanics to be borrowed from all
over the dealer network to work on them. I worked
for a Suzuki dealer at the time, we had to smile.
This was just before the great chocolate camshaft

disaster during the debacle with the first generation
V fours. These were styled rather than designed
and in order to make the engine look nice but still
retain the necessary new pent roof, four valve
combustion chambers the valve gear had to be
compromised with large radius cam lobes to get the
rocker geometry right.
The thing is four valves open time/area a lot faster
than two and so comparable gas flow can be
achieved with short, high lift valve timing. This
makes the engine less reliant on exhaust and inlet
dimensions and therefore it's less peaky and
essentially, less smoky. Unfortunately using a
single lobe to open two valves with springs robust
enought to cope with the more violent timing, and
the fact that the tall lobes suffered huge rubbing
speeds at max lift, destroyed the hardening on the
cams in as little as 2,000 miles.
The mighty Honda have indeed come close to
creating the perfect motocycle, but not always!
Anyone remember inboard ventilated disc brakes?

Jaz

I'm a recent member of the COC, I
used to have a Voskhod and now on
with registering a Tula 200, and keen reader of the
excellent club magazine. You mention having
pictures with Russian captions that you can't read
in the editorial. Obviously these days we can easily
translate websites (in a fashion) using online tools,
but printed materials require a bit more work. I have
a brilliant bit of software called gimagereader which
can convert text from a scanned magazine article
into machine readable text. Once you've done that,
it's then easy to pop it into Google Translate or
whatever. It can handle non-Western characters,
Cyrillic included; I've used it to translate Chinese
instruction manuals etc.
WooHoo!!! More on this exciting deveopment later.

Neil
Sutherland

I'm Neil, a 'old member'
returned to the fold.
Looking forward once
again to reading all the
interesting articles and helpful data and tips found
between the folds of the Club magazine.
From being a young teenager I've always had
bikes, my first being an NSU Quickly. I served my
apprenticeship as a motor mechanic and through
my love of finding out how things work and the
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knowledge gained from the trade, have always
tinkered with cars and bikes. In the early days I
purchased whatever bike my budget could afford.
When my two sons were youngsters, at one point a
Cossack motorcycle and sidecar was our only
mode of transport. We travelled everywhere with
Jim, the eldest riding pillion and John 2/3 yeas old
sitting on my wife's knee in the single adult sidecar.
On a family trip out to Beamish Museum, before
there was a purpose built car park and entrance,
fellow visitors came over to chat, they thought we
were an exhibit!! Happy days.
Over the years I've had a weird and wonderful
collection of bikes, including various B.S.A's,
Honda CX's, Triumph, B.M.W, Indian Enfield and
many more. My wife and I travelled to the Faro
Rally in Portugal via France and Spain on a
Yamaha 650cc Maxim Import, purchased only 3
days earlier and hastily checked over for safety.
Wonderful trip with brilliant people, meeting fellow
enthusiasts on the way.
I still enjoy tinkering but have whittled my bike
collection down to my Cossack Ural and sidecar.
Bought 11 years ago, in boxes! Over the years I've
replaced lots of parts, rebuilt the engine, powder
coated the bike, frame and sidecar and keep her
primed and ready to go. To date my trusty 'Olga'
has been over the water to Belgium four times,
Holland and Luxembourg and numerous rallyies in
this country. She suits me perfectly. I'm not a one
for new stuff, just like keeping 'my old girl' going.
That's the bike I am referring to, NOT the wife by
the way! At some point in the future I hope to meet
up at one of the Club's Rally's and hear about your
bikes and adventures. Here's to the future
Comrades. Stay safe.

I remember this bike on Ebay, it's lovely to see it
joining the COC!

Brian
Robins

I had just finished renovating a
VW T25 High top Camper when
my wife suggested I buy a
classic motorcycle to give me something to do
during the long winter months in retirement. I
started looking and it quickly became clear that to
buy a British classic motorcycle was out of my price
range. I started to notice that some of the Russian
motorcycles were within my price range and they
had the classic look I wanted. I kept looking on the
Internet for a few months when I noticed a Voshkod
2 for sale near Bath, I decided that this was the one
I wanted and I successfully bought it at auction.

When I got the motorcycle home the first thing I
looked at was the wiring loom. I decided the best
thing to do was to make a new one. When I
finished this I started to take the engine out and
strip it down. I also started to take the back wheel
assembly apart. I quickly realised that this stripping
down everything was a mistake. I started a more
systematic approach!
The engine and gearbox were left in boxes and I
decided to renovate the rear end first. New
bearings were sourced and replaced in the rear
wheel and replacement chain casing covers were
found. The casings were stripped of paint and
repainted and reassembled.
The next
project was
the seat, this
was stripped
down and the
seat frame
painted. I had
the seat
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covered by a
local company
S. Wales
Upholsteries,
Nathan did a
great job.
I managed to
find a side cover
with the right
badge on it and
stripped the
paint off all the
side covers and
front cover. I
then sprayed
them and fitted
the badges.
My next step will
be the front
wheel assembly
and then it’s the
engine and
gearbox. Some
of the problems
I’ve found so far
have been the delay in finding parts, receiving parts
and the finding of alternative parts.

Opposite
bottom, oh look
the stand is
cracked, must
be a Voskhod
then! If you've
tried to weld
one of these
you'll know they warp and you need to rebore the
pin holes. Above is the simple solution.

Above is what was in there, the aftermath of
condensation. By the way Brian, or anyone else,
Tony Jones, contact details on page 4, has a shed
full of unused Voskhod cranks, gearbox parts and
lots more! Be patient with him, he's a busy man.

Brian sent lots of pictures of the inside of his engine
so presumably he'll report later on the adventures
he had with that but I'll just share a couple with you
now. Below is his crankcase seperating tool, a
worthwhile and so much more elegant way of
splitting the cases than whacking the end of the
crank with a big hammer!

From page 5 then and Mike Rowe's anomalous
kickstart pedal, you'll see in the above shot from
Fastboys' Ebay shop, the gearbox on on the left
has its kicksart pedal on backwards. This means
the lump which hits the frame is on the top. The
foot part faces forward so you could simply put it
back on properly. Mike on the other hand has his
foot step the right way round, AND the lump for the
frame stop on the top. What happened there then?
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Regalia

Regatta Dover Fleeced
Lined Jacket - £47.00
Product
Code:
COCJ1.
Waterproof,
Windproof
hydrafort
polyester
fabric. Fully
lined with
Thermoguard
insulation.
Taped
seams,
concealed
hood and
adjustable
cuffs. 2 zipped lower pockets. These
jackets are very nice and comfortable and
come with the Star Logo on the left breast as
with other products. The club’s web address
(www.cossackownersclub.co.uk) is across the
shoulders on the back. Colours: Only in Black
with Silver Logo and writing. Sizes: M (40") L (42") - XL (44") - XXL(47") - XXXL(50")
Hooded
Sweat
Shirts
£21.50
These are
normally on
an order
only basis.
Woolly
Hats
£8.50
The
woolly hat is
the knitted
type and
again with
either club
logo. This is an essential bit of kit for any club
member. Standard Club Logo or Star Logo.
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Full & Half Zip
Fleeces - £25.00
Product Code:
COC-FL. 100%
Polyester,
unlined. Comes
with Silver Club
Logo or Star
Logo over the left
breast. These
are great for
chilly mornings
on the rally field.
Normal range of
sizes: Medium - Large - Extra Large - XXL &
XXXL.
T Shirts£13.00 Phil
and Gina are
the people to
see about the
current
availability of
styles and
colours. Cloth
badges, metal
pins and
stickers are
also
available. regalia@cossackownersclub.co.uk
or on 01780 720420

